Export Control Policy of
Delta Electronics (Netherlands) B.V.

Delta Electronics (Netherlands) B.V.'s (hereafter «Delta») provision of goods around the world is regulated by national and international laws and standards. These regulations affect Delta’s operations in multiple ways beyond just shipping.

Delta’s values and policies play a big role when it comes to Export and Import regulations, one of which is to observe strictly the national and international export control regulations, fulfill the export control obligations and responsibilities, and build a corporate image as an honest and responsible company. Delta is convinced that compliance with national and the relevant international export control regulations will enable Delta to avoid and reduce trade risks, to increase its competitiveness in the international markets, and to ensure Delta’s long-term development.

Through the acceptance of an order confirmation or an invoice sent by Delta to a customer, the customer is deemed to agree and accept this policy unless otherwise expressly disagree before the acceptance.

The export control policy of Delta prohibits from participating, directly or indirectly, in the development, manufacturing of nuclear, chemical or biological weapons and distribution of weapons of mass destruction and missiles capable of delivering these weapons (dual-use products control).

The export control policy of Delta prohibits from participating, directly or indirectly, in any kind of activity in regulated industries or countries (sanctioned goods control).

Each order, regardless of the country of destination, will be screened for criteria contained on the economic sanctions list including name, company, bank and country related restrictions, and if any information appears, then the order must be cancelled.

Delta’s diligence in making sure Delta’s international shipments are handled in accordance with the law is not simply a matter of national interest, but also a matter of Delta’s interest, since failure to comply with the regulations could lead to the loss of export privileges and substantial fines.

This policy applies to all Delta directors, managers, employees, departments, subsidiaries and branches and will be updated by Delta from time to time if changes occur.
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